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Six Unforgettable Years 

It is still hard for Charlin and me to realize that it has been fifteen years since we 

left the Seven Hills School--a complete generation for a student who attended in all the 

grades Nursery-12, and we remember as if it were yesterday the wintry night I 

awakened her to describe a dream in which all of the nine Board Chairs who were my 

bosses there--a big number in a stressful calling--early leaders such as Charlie Mechem 

and Murray Monroe , and more recent ones such as Tom Hayes and Paul Sittenfeld--

were together discussing who it was who should approach me to say  that I was a great 

guy who had done a wonderful job, but that times were changing,  and the time might 

be coming for me to consider hanging it up.  

 That was not a dream I ever wanted to have turn into a talk, so I called the next 

day to report that "next year will be my last one," and that I was  accepting a long-

standing invitation to join  a prominent head search placement firm in Cambridge called 

the Educators Collaborative the following July. 

It came as a big surprise then , several weeks  later, when one of the firm's 

veteran partners called and told me to expect a call from the Bishop of the Episcopal 

Diocese of Southern California from a fellow called Fred Borsch, who had previously 

been a Professor of Theology at Princeton ,and had suddenly found himself needing an 

interim head for a  grades Kindergarten through 8 church school in the inner city of Los 

Angeles called St. James, which had just fired its  Priest Head for  legitimate reasons it's 

not necessary to discuss here  tonight, and was engaged in a very unpleasant battle 

with the host parish and its new Rector , at a time when the church's membership was 
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shrinking, and the school's enrollment and reputation were surging, a regrettably 

common predicament these days  for many host churches.  

The Parish had invited a beloved and recently retired Kindergarten teacher some 

ten years earlier to start a small class in its undercroft, and it had been so successful 

it could add  classes each year, and the church facility that had been so under-utilized 

for so long was suddenly generating income, but was also confronting   an increasingly 

assertive group of parents and teachers who didn't  know, in many cases ,  that the 

church owned the school, or care even if they did know.  

 When Fred Borsch finally decided  he had to intervene  in the dispute, it was 

because he had asked the new Rector and the departing head of school  to come see 

him together, and they had insisted that their meetings needed to be separate.  

 

Just a short note about what independent school interim headships entail, and, 

although I did six of them, which I'm told may be close to  some sort of record, I will 

have time  tonight to discuss only  the first three. 

There are currently about 1,000 members of the National Association of 

Independent Schools, and approximately 10% of them, or about 100, are seeking new 

Heads every year. When I first  became a Head for ten years in 1967 at a then single 

sex  boarding school in Northeast Ohio called Western Reserve Academy, there were 

only half as many schools seeking Heads every year, or about 5%,  and there has 

always been--and continues to be-- more turnover in day schools than boarding 

schools, for reasons you can probably guess. There have  also been many more day 

schools than boarding schools  being started  over this 45 year span, in part because of 
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growing parental concern about the quality of public schooling in some 

communities. The three independent schools I know best in Cincinnati are Country Day, 

Seven Hills and Summit , and we will not soon  again see a day when three Heads such 

as Ed Tyrell, John Rauschenbush and I serve in one place  for a combined total of over 

60 years. Since we all left , Country Day has had one interim, and Seven Hills and 

Summit have had two or three each, depending on how one counts. Chris Garten and 

Rich Wilson of Seven Hills and Summit are in their third years , and Rob MacCrae of 

Country Day is a grizzled veteran at eight years. It's a source of great pride that five of 

the six heads I helped choose to follow  my interims are still there, and that I told the 

Board of the  sixth school not to hire the person whom its search committee 

recommended. 

 Interestingly, some Harvard Business School students are currently conducting 

a study of how the excellent school outside Boston from which  my two older brothers 

and I graduated--a place called Noble and Greenough, or Nobles--has thrived with only 

six heads in the last 100 years, and there are lots of people eagerly awaiting its findings. 

So, on to the three schools, and apologies for what may be a good deal of name 

dropping. 

As a life-long Episcopalian who always thought it would be fun to be part of a 

Church school,  and who admires the diversity in such schools, and who saw a year in 

Los Angeles as a blast, I jumped at the chance to be interviewed at St. James, and was 

only shocked when there was a one page fax offering me the job awaiting me when I 

got home, and outlining the duties and compensation and housing on one side of that 

page.  
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 Now, lawyers would be drawing up lengthy and barely 

comprehensible  contracts for these jobs, even for interims , and I lost a job in Florida 

once when I got impatient,  and said that " This is only a one year deal , guys, and  I 

know that the four schools I have served have given me high marks, and,   after what 

has happened here this spring, your school community desperately needs someone 

who knows what he is doing, and sooner rather than later,   and, frankly,  we have 

another iron or two in the fire , so let's please resolve this. " 

There is a lot to the ancient axiom that "a school is the long shadow of the head", 

and this means that the interim has to "manage by walking around", and not hide in his 

office communicating by email. I will never forget when I took a late afternoon stroll 

around the sports fields one September , and the  very able female athletic director 

came anxiously running from her office to greet me." What's wrong", I asked, to which 

she responded that " this is the first time we have ever seen the Head out here, except 

on special occasions usually related to fund-raising. It means a lot to us to see you 

here." 

 The tasks are  always the same : to break the mold of the previous head, to be a 

bridge for healing, to stand as a lightning rod and catalyst for  change,  and to pave the 

way for the next long-term head. 

 Done well, interim heads buy Boards time and perspective for strategic 

planning,, and help redeem issues of trust and communication among faculty, parents, 

alums and older students, at a very sensitive time of transition when these groups are 

often struggling with issues of polarization.   
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The single most dominant theme of Charlin's and my year in Los Angeles was 

the famous O. J. Simpson trial, and a stranger had to be there to be there to understand 

why Johnie Cochran was correct when he said the Juice would go free if he could 

recruit just one black juror.  

 Only one month into my tenure at St. James, all the independent, parochial and 

public schools near Koreatown and Watts were summoned to secret meetings to 

determine what to do if Simpson were found guilty , and it seemed inevitable that there 

would be riots if that happened, even though I  literally never met a citizen of any age, 

creed or color who believed he was innocent.  

The local African-Americans and Latinos were angry 

because they remained  convinced they were still  being persecuted by the same racist 

police department and courts  that had caused riots some twenty years earlier, and they 

hated the Police Chief, and they knew the entire world was watching. And the numerous 

entrepreneurial Koreans who were operating stores in their neighborhoods knew they 

would again become victims if there were widespread protests in their neighborhoods. 

 We developed elaborate plans for clearing and protecting our campuses if 

Simpson were found guilty, and it was agreed that the verdict would be announced at a 

propitious time but I didn't sleep much that night, knowing that 70% of our St. James 

students were Koreans and 20% African-Americans and Latinos.  

 What was especially interesting, too, was that almost all our African-American 

parents were well-educated and well-paid professionals, professors and movie people 

and executives and doctors and lawyers , and their mistrust of the police was just as 
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strong. I couldn't find a single one of these parents who hadn’t had several unpleasant 

encounters with the police, and they still vividly remembered them.  

 One of the reasons that Simpson remains so despised in Los Angeles, by the 

way, has to do with a visit that was paid him in Buffalo, where he was playing football, 

by an African-American  parent member  of our Board named Gerry Hurley, who 

travelled there with her and USC's Chancellor,  and Gerry's  brother , an equally 

successful Heisman Trophy winner  named  Mike Garrett, who later 

became USC"s  Athletic Director, to ask him to complete his own unfinished 

degree,  and then to participate in a campaign to persuade local school kids to graduate 

from high school  , and, in some cases, even to attend college. Gerry Hurley and Mike 

Garrett had been themselves members of an extraordinary and dirt poor family of seven 

children, and both had graduated with honors from USC. 

When Simpson learned that he would not be paid, he had thrown them out of his 

house, and left to play golf.  

 There was one remarkably happy  outcome of all this after Charlin and I left Los 

Angeles, and, as a person  who thinks a lot about leadership, I would  do anything to 

meet the man who apparently made it possible. 

Not long after the Simpson verdict , an Irishman  named William Bratten, who 

had been the youngest police chief in Boston's history, and next appointed by Rudy 

Giuliani to be the police chief in New York City, became the Chief in Los Angeles, and 

the city's respect for its police and courts has been growing exponentially. Gerry Hurley 

recently told me that Simpson would be found guilty if he were being tried now. 
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 Amazingly, David Cameron invited Mr. Brattento to move to London several 

years ago to become Police Chief, but the Parliament wouldn't allow it. So, when Mr. 

Bratten retired three years ago, at age 65, Mr. Cameron invited him to come to England 

as a consultant, and put him in charge of security at the London Olympics.    

Interims typically come from all geographic areas and time zones , and 

candidates must be ready to respond  quickly if they are offered a job, and after they 

arrive if they accept.  

These jobs aren't designed for heads still driven to build monuments, or to 

demonstrate their charisma, although it helps to have already to have done that. A 

successful interim should have already had his or her professional high in a prior 

assignment or two or three, which for me were 40 years at Harvard College, Western 

Reserve Academy and Seven Hills. 

 Shortly I arrived at St. James, some acknowledged leaders of our Korean 

community turned up to ask why they weren't represented on the church vestry and the 

school board, and asked me to convene a larger meeting in the church sanctuary for 

anyone who wanted to attend.  

 And they warned me to expect a concern there that would reflect their closely 

combined Confucian and Christian beliefs, and basically challenged the right of a bunch 

of bankers and  movie  executives and lawyers and such  to fire an educator  who was 

also a priest whom they respected  much more than the Rector, especially when most 

of the people with whom they associated knew a lot about the school , and almost 

nothing about the church. They also weren't certain why the school was always asking 
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them to make gifts, and that wasn't the custom In Korea, and it was a stretch for many 

of them to pay the tuition. 

 It needs to be noted that St. James' campus was as bad any one I had ever 

seen, not a blade of grass on the place, a small cement playground where the kids were 

frequently injuring themselves at recess. Any of the older  students who wanted to play 

on  sports teams had to persuade other schools or organizations to let them.  

 And yet, St. James had many more applications every year than the school 

could accommodate, in part because its tuition was so  very affordable, and because it 

had incredibly motivated parents in a neighborhood surrounded by terrible public 

schools, and a deeply dedicated and experienced faculty with a nice balance of men 

and women that was conscious of the importance of manageable class sizes,  but, 

perhaps most important, because it had become widely known as a source of diversity 

at the best independent and parochial high schools in Los Angeles.  

 I still find it amazing that 90% of our 8th graders gained admission to these high 

schools, including financial aid as needed, and that literally half the class my year 

attended what are generally considered to be the four best college-preparatory schools 

in the city, Brentwood, Harvard-Westlake, Marlborough and Polytechnic , which is 

situated on the campus of Cal Tech in Pasadena.  

 Since this was my first interim, I quickly learned some very important lessons at 

St. James: 

While teaching a class of  6th graders, I encouraged  the first generation Korean 

girls one morning  to look me in the eye when  I greeted them,  and shake hands, and 

speak up--most of our Koreans were recent immigrants who were still struggling with 
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English- and I had a visit from our Korean parent leaders the next day: "These girls are 

new to the country, Mr. Briggs" , they explained, "and it would be considered 

inappropriate for them to behave so soon with a senior educator  as you are suggesting. 

Please give them some time, and not to worry, because, after they have been here a 

few years, they will be just as ill-mannered as the American girls." 

After seeing how successful our Korean students were becoming, I stupidly 

wondered with some parents at dinner in a fashionable garlic-obsessed Korean 

restaurant in Koreatown  where the owner always personally greeted me , and brought 

me a knife and fork in a velvet Tiffany box, why we had no Chinese or Japanese 

students and the resulting silence was long and painful. 

 Later, I was given a quick reminder of what the Chinese and Japanese 

had  cruelly  done to Korea for centuries , and told that a big reason their children were 

at St. James, and that so many of them had become Christians, was how brave 

American missionaries had been there when these outrages were taking place. Most of 

them had lost relatives, for instance, when the Japanese forced Christians into their 

churches, and the missionaries had joined them as the doors were padlocked, and the 

churches were burned to the ground.  

 I was told about all the Koreans who were forcibly brought to Japan during WW2 

to work in labor plants and be prostitutes for soldiers.  I don't know if this has changed, 

but ,when I was at St. James, Koreans who had been  living in Japan for  60 years still 

couldn't apply for citizenship. 

 It is absolutely true, in my judgment, for all its problems, that Korea's progress 

since WW2 has been a miracle. 
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Unfortunately, learning disabilities didn't exist for our Korean students as far as 

their families were concerned, and they simply didn't want to be tested or given 

professional advice about that. I would guess that this rigid denial has caused some 

heart break over the years. 

 I will never forget how seriously the Korean community took the study of music, 

whatever its cost, and it helped me become even more passionate about the important 

relationship of musical  proficiency and academic excellence.   

90% of our Korean students were so seriously engaged in musical study, starting 

in Kindergarten, that it's probably not surprising that they weren't more interested in 

sports.  

 Charlin and I occasionally attend Harvard-Yale football games when they are 

played in Cambridge, and one of the reasons is so we can attend the traditional joint 

glee club and orchestra concert the night before. In recent years, two-thirds of the 

undergraduate musicians have been consistently Asians. 

I also can't help mentioning Rev. Aidan Koh , who is the first native-born Korean 

ever to be ordained after earning a degree in an American Episcopal seminary, and who 

was our first-year chaplain when I was at St. James. No one could understand the 

liturgy when he presided over our services at first, but it was extraordinary how much 

everyone loved him anyway, and gave him time to develop. He is now one of the most 

important figures in the Episcopal Diocese of Southern California, and the National 

Association of Episcopal Schools, and deservedly so, and those services in Episcopal 

schools can sometimes  be quite extraordinary experiences, even though Episcopalians 

rarely consist of more than 20% of the school community. I'm not discussing them 
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tonight, but two more of my interims, in Baltimore and Baton Rouge, were in Episcopal 

schools.  

I mentioned that some 10% of our students were caucasians,10% African-

Americans, and 10% Latinos, and I want to say a word about that last group because 

most of them had been brought to Los Angeles by the Diocese, and were from three of 

the most God-forsaken countries in the world, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. 

 If the kids who are surviving wars in places such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, 

Somalia, Syria and Yemen are like these kids whom I got to know up close and 

personal -admittedly a tiny sample--this will be a terrible global problem that will be 

almost impossible to address.  

When the Diocese cried "help" , and  suddenly sent us ten kids from Honduras in 

December of my interim, I found to my astonishment on the internet that :"An agency 

called the U. N. Office on Drugs and Crime , and the American  military establishment, 

agreed that these three countries were the deadliest zone in the world-- I'm quoting--

outside Iraq and Afghanistan. Honduras' murder rate had doubled in the last five years 

to about 20 drug-related murders a day. "  

 I will not soon forget what these kids had been through, and wonder a lot 

what is  becoming  of them. 

 A next to final note about St.  James, which was that there seemed to be 

systems in place in the Korean community , both in Korea  and in Los Angeles, to insure 

that their transitions were successful. Newcomers seemed to be getting coordinated 

help with learning English , finding housing and  schools , and getting jobs. There was a 

quasi-barter system in place that must drive the IRS crazy, when "I will fix your plumbing 
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if you will paint my office", with  no money changing  hands. Believe it or not ,  about half 

our tuitions were paid by parents walking into the business office with shopping bags 

concealing rumpled small denomination bills. Our druggist delivered prescriptions in 

return for services while families were waiting for medical insurance.  

 And,  most extraordinary, when some families seemed to have established 

themselves, there seemed to be  a quiet process to  help them  buy  houses , in which 

there were no lawyers or realtors or banks involved, with pretty relaxed repayment 

terms, and community leaders making  unwritten loans for the purchases , an 

arrangement that could happen only once per family. When I asked one leader what 

happens  if a family doesn't repay the loans, the answer  was simple:" For us, the 

family  simply ceases to exist , but that very rarely happens.  And when their loans are 

repaid, families are encouraged to join in helping other newcomers."    

Shortly after I came to town, I persuaded the Board to begin exploring the 

feasibility of a first ever and modest capital campaign to buy up some of the stressed 

contiguous property in our squalid neighborhood, and pointed out what I suspect the 

members already knew, which was that some mysteriously shady stuff seemed to be 

going on in several mom and pop stores.. 

 The pretty unsophisticated school Board and church vestry said to go ahead and 

assemble a few knowledgeable fund-raisers ,  if I knew any yet , and report back.  

 Happily, the little Committee we assembled included three current grandparents 

who were major players in the city, Peter Ueberroth of 1984 Olympics fame, Charlie 

Munger of Warren Buffett right-hand man fame, and Peter O' Malley, the President of 

the  of the Dodgers., who once told me, incidentally,  when they were trying to bring the 
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NFL back to Los Angeeles:" Peter, an NFL franchise is a license to steal, and the only 

way we will be turned down is if the NFL refuses to admit a franchise that does not ask 

for public funding, which is what we are not going to do. "  

That franchise went to Houston , of course, and we built Mike Brown a $600 

million stadium ,and I recall that trio saying, when Mike's name came up: "Peter, we 

doubt that Baltimore , or any other city, will want to spend big bucks to bring to town a 

franchise over which Mike Brown has sole control." 

We got an enormous break for the capital campaign when a couple of teachers 

came to see me, and suggested that I go out to the fence at the back of our campus 

during lunch to see what was going on at a dumpster behind one of the slimiest shops 

in the block, and eight or ten entrepreneurial eighth graders were very shocked when I 

showed up. A very few minutes after I got there , a not terribly attractive blonde came 

out the back door carrying a mattress, tossed it on top of the dumpster , and climbed up 

in anticipation of greeting a few horny lunchtime clients. And she gave our eighth 

graders, two of whom were carrying binoculars, a familiarly friendly wave as she got 

organized. 

 After a prayer meeting with the embarrassed students and their hastily 

assembled parents, the Board and V vestry voted to try to buy all the adjacent property 

it could, and to press the police harder to do something about a situation everyone knew 

had been going on for years. Having Peter Uebberoth and Charlie Munger and Peter O' 

Malley weigh in certainly didn't hurt. 
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It was just a few days before Charlin and I were preparing to come back to 

Cincinnati when the Educators Collaborative called to say that the Potomac School in 

McLean, Virginia, had surprised itself by deciding to part with its Head at its June 

meeting, and wanted an interim on very short notice, and could I fly to Washington the 

next day.  

 I knew the school because my younger sister had taught there when her first 

husband was a young congressman from Wisconsin, accepted the invitation 

immediately, and had a fax offering me the position the day after returning to Cincinnati 

following the interviews This had been the heartbreaking result of this recurring dilemma 

in independent schools these days, excellent man with a wife and three young kids, 

excellent school, wrong cultural fit. Happily, that Head has landed on his feet, and is 

doing very well elsewhere.  

The ex-heads from Educators Collaborative who had recommended me told me, 

after I asked why they chose me, that this was about as prominent a parent and alumni 

body as existed in schools, and they couldn't imagine Charlin and me being awed 

anywhere. Potomac is indeed the polar opposite of St. James. If I hadn't been 70 years 

old when we got to Potomac, Charlin and I might well have tried to stay there. Here 

comes the name-dropping. 

 The Board chair when we were there was Engelhard of South African diamond 

fame, and her sister is Mrs. Oscar de la Rental. She was succeeded as we were leaving 

by Barbara Mc Auliffe, who has five delightful red-headed kids, and is married to Terry 

McAuliffe, the big fund-raising buddy of Bill and Hillary Clinton. The chairman now is 

Steve Case, of Time-Warner AOL fame, and his successor will probably be Ted 
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Leonsis, who was also a leader AOL, and now owns the the NBA Washington Wizards 

and the NHL Washington Capitals. Jim Bridgeland's wonderful son, John, has had kids 

at Potomac, by the way.  

When had fund-raisers and major social events, sites included the west wing of 

the National Gallery, the Smithsonian, the White House, the Kennedy Center, and the 

National Geographic Society because of senior parent connections in those places. It 

was very heady stuff.  

There were so many memorable moments at Potomac that it's hard to know 

which ones to tell about, and which ones to leave out. and it's hard to believe that 

Charlin and I were there only eleven months.  

 For example, my secretary came in one day and said that the Ambassador from 

Saudi Arabia would like to talk with me, and it turned out that Prince and Mrs. Bandar 

would like to see me about enrolling their five children. Mrs. Bandar was a beautiful 

woman who was the real royalty, and had fallen in love with a dashing air force officer, 

and they lived only a mile from the school, overlooking the Potomac River, and had 

bought three adjacent lots so they could have more privacy and protection, at a cost 

that I can't even imagine. The children were in a large Saudi school in a heavily 

protected and not widely known location, but the problem was that the teachers there 

wouldn't discipline them, and gave them grades their parents, who by now had lived 

here a long time , knew they hadn't earned. Bill Clinton was a close friend of the Prince, 

by the way, and was there fairly frequently. The Prince has recently been made the 

head of Saudi security at home, replacing a member of the royal family, in a transition 

that has sparked a lot of  
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discussion. The Prince and Princess wanted their children to be treated as 

normally as possible.  

 A serious problem arose when the Prince said that the kids would need to have 

armed security personnel on the campus, and I said I had to ask the Board about that. 

The Board finally agreed, following some discussion with some people I never met.  

 There was a van on the edge of the campus, for instance, that we never 

approached, and that wasn't obtrusive, and five security personnel--one for each child--

who were impeccably dressed, and spoke like British royals, and rose whenever I 

approached , and greeted me as ""Headmaster, sir."  

 We didn't even know they were around, except when two of them helped to 

coach soccer , and two did some tutoring, and the fifth helped with a sixth grade play. 

And none of us could see any possible way that they could be armed.  

  

 A friend from Cincinnati had introduced me to a college roommate of his who 

was a foreign Potomac parent, and had been in the Foreign Service, and now ran a 

secret business protecting international executives travelling abroad, and I once asked 

him whether they were armed. "Yes" he told me," and they are retired or specially 

assigned SAS," Peter, which caused me to comment that I found it hard to believe that 

they had ever killed anybody. After a short pause, he said, “If they hadn't killed anybody, 

Bandar wouldn't have them." 
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An extraordinary aspect of Potomac was that we had ten candidates for every 

opening in every grade, with selection being as big a problem as it was when I worked 

at Harvard college, and this in a day school charging a tuition of $35,000 plus 

incidentals, although we had a generous scholarship program, in an area boasting 

some outstanding public schools. THE highest testing high school in the Country is only 

a few miles away, called the Thomas Jefferson High school of Science and 

Technology which Chuck Robb started when he was Virginia's governor, and, not 

surprisingly,  half its enrollment is Asian. There was so much jealousy in the public 

school  sector about T.J's excellence that I  invited its Principal , Geoff Jones, whom I 

had known when he was the Principal of the University of Chicago's High School, to 

meet with the Potomac search committee when its search was going well, and knowing 

how secretly upset Geoff was with all the jealous flak  he was getting from neighboring 

Principals and Superintendents , and he has had twelve enormously successful years at 

Potomac,  although he will be retiring next fall.  

 It's hard to evaluate a school's culture , but it's not surprising to me that 

Potomac's constituents, prominent or not , rich or middle-income or poor , regardless of 

their races and religions , are so comfortable with what happens after come into the 

campus from wherever they live, and whatever they do. The school is masterful at 

persuading prominent parents that it's a good thing their kids can be part of a 

community where they be treated as being different or special, where bullying  simply 

doesn't seem to happen, where many  of the faculty's educational and social pedigrees 

are as distinguished as theirs, where community service and active participation in the 

extracurricular and social life are taken for granted,  where there is a minimum of 
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bureaucracy and faculty and staff are so accessible, and where the alumni notes in the 

quarterly magazine point out  such large numbers of graduates making significant 

contributions to the lives of their communities, which, after all, in my judgment , is the 

ultimate measure of the value of an independent  school.  

Some 200 students drove out over the Chain Bridge from Washington every day 

because their parents  liked the program so much, passing up schools on the 

way such as  Sidwell Friends, St. Alban's, Washington's    Jesuit equivalent of  St. 

X., and  the NCS for girls. 

 All independent schools have finance and long-range planning and development 

and executive committees , but, as an interim , I have always a student culture and 

values group, and scheduled a breakfast to talk about this with any alums, faculty and 

parents who wanted to come. Potomac was the first place I have been where almost 

100 people showed up, including George Will, Evan Thomas, Lincoln Chafee, Gene 

Upshaw, Barbara McCauliffe, three bright young stock brokers from an investment firm 

with the strange name of the Motley Fool and Ken Starr. They wanted to know what 

Potomac's next long-term head's agenda might be, and what he or she  might care most 

about doing. They knew how special the school is, and we had coming 15 or 20 of them 

coming back for all the   

monthly meetings. I am following this next Potomac search with special interest. 
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 Having mentioned the importance of music at St. James, I was fascinated to find 

something similar at Potomac. Indeed, the single most moving event of my entire career 

may have been when ten of the area's top independent schools,  , led by 

our  amazing choral director and music department chair,  before a full house in the 

National Cathedral at sunset on a warm summer evening, performed Randall 

Thomson's Alleluia, and Franz Biebel's  

Ave Maria and Franz Schubert's Sanctus, that absolute silence after something 

so special that one doesn't  know what to do awkward, kids from ten different schools, 

boys and girls, jocks, tearfully embracing, as moved as the grown-ups. 

 I realized that we had some soloist or quartet or dancer or ensemble performing 

at almost every assembly or special event, some of them terrible, always received with 

respect.  

Potomac is not a church school, but it is a spiritual place, and I  never heard a 

single complaint about this traditional event in the cathedral. 

  

The only downside of the concert at the Cathedral  concert resulted in one of my 

biggest services when I found myself in a bathroom stall afterward, and realized that 

one of the other heads was vigorously recruiting  our choral director at a urinal not far 

away. I hate to lecture young heads about professional ethics, but did, and shared the 

names and numbers of some association officers who would hear from me if the 

recruiting continued. Pretty old-fashioned , given what I gather are  ethical standards  in 

lots of other professions these days, but we Neanderthals keep trying. You inform the 

other head before you try to steal one of his best people. 
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You all know my love of competitive sports, and there's an episode that  made 

me pretty  well-known around  Washington, when the Washington Post wrote that the 

best  8th grade basketball player in the region , already 6'8' tall,  and a top  all-around 

8th grade  student , too, was a boy named Peter Prowitt , the son of two Norwegian -

bred parents with PHDS working  in senior administrative positions in the government. 

This in a city that regularly turns out NBA prospects, and the big Catholic high schools 

were all after him.   

 Indeed , the time  soon came when  Peter and his parents were invited to 

sit the  owner's box at a Wizards game  with the Principal,  the Athletic Director, the 

coach, and Michael Jordan, presumably to close the deal.  

 What the recruiters didn't know was that the Prowitts were getting disgusted with 

all this recruiting of their 8th grade boy, and that Ted L Leonsis was in that box, too, and 

that the Prowitts had neighbors whose kids were at Potomac, and would ask Ted  as 

they were leaving how he and his family  liked the school. Which was a lot.  

 So Mrs. Prowitt called the next day , and asked if they could visit , and our 

director of admissions , who had never heard of the boy , said that we were full and it 

was too late.  

 And the neighbor mother called the next day and told my secretary  she 

would just like to tell him that the Peter Prowitt family would like to pay the school  a 

visit. And Peter enrolled, although Duke's legendary Coach K. called the family to say 

they were making a terrible mistake.  

 A quite average basketball  program took off as a couple of other stars decided 

to consider Potomac, too,  and Potomac began to win everything in sight, and Peter got 
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a free ride to Stanford,  where he played for four years. He graduated magna , and was 

a Rhodes scholar  finalist , and got a nice letter from a Committee member who told him 

how much harder  it was to win a Rhodes if you live in Washington.  

 And, finally,  he told his kid brother, who is four years younger,  who was just as 

big and just as good,  that he ought to go to a Division  3 college, which he did, leading 

Amherst to its first two ever national championships, and also graduating with honors .  

 There are lessons here I will leave to your imagination.   

 

There are other events that that can describe Potomac's distinctive culture, but I 

can only mention a couple of them. 

 The senior class decided to dedicate  its yearbook to a Mexican member of the 

campus crew-- almost the entire crew was Mexican -- and it was moving to have his 

tearful wife and children on the platform for the presentation. We still didn't ask those 

days if these guys were legals. 

From time to time, as part of the community service program , high school groups 

prepared treats for the entire community, including these blue-collar workers.  

 Although their numbers weren't large, I got to know well several parents who 

were bird colonels and up, and navy captains and up, all of whom had attended the 

several war colleges, and they had all served in the Vietnam war, which they still 

thought that conflict  had done our country serious and lasting damage,  including 

President Nixon's banishing the draft in an election year filled with student protests on 

college campuses. Towards of the end of his life, by the way, Richard Nixon  said that 

decision  was  his biggest single regret as President.    
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For these men--and they were certainly circumspect--their biggest mission was to 

bring home safely as many of their troops as they could,  and not to grow the list of our 

58,000 troops who died there. It's an understatement  that they knew what Colin Powell 

was talking about when he got fired for his comment over ten years ago : "If you break 

it, you own it." I totally believe in the concept that we need to preserve civilian control 

over our military initiatives, but I sure hope we will pay attention to such warriors, too.  

 I had one very risky moment when we needed to talk with both internationally 

known parents of a high school girl while her  parents were  in the course of a divorce, 

and the father sent an assistant to represent him , armed with notes and a tape 

recorder,  because he was busy with something more important, and I sent the assistant 

back with a warning that his daughter couldn't attend school again until he showed up. 

How that word got out, I have never learned , but it made me a hero for a while. He was 

there the next day, but I am not on his Christmas card list.   

 This man made much of his vast amounts of  money advising Saudi Arabian 

sheiks, and was furious when it somehow became  public a few years later  that he and 

a Wall St. tycoon named Schwartzman were the only Americans attending a wedding in 

Libya of one of Muhammar Ghadaffi's daughters.  

  

  

  

Norfolk Academy is the last school I have time to introduce tonight, and it was the 

only school I served where I urged to find someone to write a book about its incredible 

history. It was also the only interim where I succeeded an iconic and enormously head 
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who was so idolized that the search committee decided that an interim was necessary 

because any successor was going to be negatively compared to John Tucker for  a 

while, however good he or she  was. It  was the only school I served that was 

acknowledged to be  in a class by itself throughout its region.  And it was the only 

school where I was privileged to spend a little time with a dying citizen who is one of the 

greatest men I have ever met,  whom most of you will have not  heard of , although the 

New York Times gave him a full page obituary. 

 Norfolk Academy is the 2nd oldest independent school in the country, behind 

only the Roxbury Latin School in Greater Boston, with a Greek motto that was brought 

there by an aristocratic British Governor who had attended Eton. 

At several times in its history, it had to move its students from one location to 

another, , first when it became a hospital for wounded Confederate soldiers, and then a 

prison for Union soldiers, during the Civil War. It is the only place I  have ever been 

where several well-heeled dowagers still referred to "the war of northern aggression." 

As the confederate cause deteriorated toward the end of the Civil War, its entire 

senior class was drafted, and 60% of them were dead within several months.  

During World War 2, the school had to move into the nearby suburb of Virginia 

Beach so the Navy could convert its buildings into administrative offices.  

One reason that Norfolk remained so conservatively  southern in its attitudes for 

so long was that you couldn't get there from the north by land until the 1950s when the 

Delmarva  bridge-tunnel finally made it accessible. Indeed, that was a big reason the 

Navy put its Atlantic fleet there in the first place.  
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 If Potomac might as well have been in Boston or New York , with the vast 

majority of its  graduates attending elite northern colleges, most  of N.A's graduates stay 

in the south for college. One major exception is when the Ivies, especially Princeton, 

compete for  excellent lacrosse players playing on  teams that are always nationally 

ranked. And , although I told the parents it couldn't happen, and  had nothing to do with 

it, six graduates were admitted to Harvard the year I was there, two of them African-

Americans. 

Typically, 40 or 50 of N. A.'s graduates go to U. Va. every year, half of them in 

the coveted honors sections,  and ten or 12 to William and Mary, which is now the most 

competitive public college in the country, and three or four to Washington and Lee, and 

to Hampton-Sidney, which remains one of only two all-male colleges in the country.  

 When schools consistently send ten or more students to U. Va. and William and 

Mary,  records are kept of how they do there , including graduate school admissions, 

and N.A. finishes first  every year. (One fact that surprised me, by the way, is that U.VA. 

was one of the last public colleges to go coeducational and integrate. ).  

 Over half of N.A's faculty was comprised of retired Naval personnel and Navy 

spouses , and they were wonderful. If I headed any schools any more, and could get 

them to come to Cincinnati, I would try to include  some teachers with backgrounds in 

the   Armed Forces , Peace Corps, Teach for America, and the like.  

It was John Tucker who brought integration to N. A. in the 1970s,  when he 

moved there from a school in Roanoke, and he was able to do it because his roots are 

so deep--his relatives are buried in Williamsburg, and John will be, too--and because 
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a community leader  named Frank Batten said he would be a financial participant in 

John's administration.  

 If some of you listen to All Things Considered, Frank's name  may be familiar 

because of  his gift of $160 million to establish the  Frank Batten School  of Leadership 

and Public Policy at the Darden School of Business at U. Va. Business School of 

Business Administration  , the biggest single gift in U. Va.'s history. Both Frank and a 

couple of Dardens chaired N. A. Board. I'm not sure where Frank's money came from , 

except that my friends in Norfolk say he made most of it himself. I do know that he went 

to his Board with a suggestion to establish a national TV network at some point , and 

everyone thought he was crazy. When he went ahead anyway and sold the network for 

$1 billion several years later, they didn't think that any more. He had called it the 

Weather Channel. 

Frank's bravest and most extraordinary achievement came, however, came when 

he decided to oppose,  practically single-handedly at first, in 1958,  what was known 

throughout our country and across the world, what Virginia's Governor called "Massive 

Resistance" , by closing all the public schools in the state that were willing to close -- 

including everyone in Norfolk--following the Supreme Court's decision in Brown vs. 

Board of Education. If one wonders why there are so many small and largely 

undistinguished private schools in Virginia, it is  because of the   then Governor's 

"massive resistance." Indeed, for one entire school year, 13,000  African-American kids 

never  went to school in Norfolk. 

 For a full year , the local newspaper Frank owned, still called the Virginian Pilot 

today, wrote editorials opposing massive threats , when there were obscene letters 
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and  frequent threats on the lives of his him and his staff. And the paper's  advertising 

income not surprisingly took a big hit.  

His  Virginian Pilot won the Pulitzer Prize for Journalism in 1960 , one of several 

over the years .  

And Frank did a couple of other interesting things then, one of which was to buy 

a dozen or so small town newspapers in the region, where he could run his editorials, 

and he began to visit these towns,, too,  and invite the townspeople to come talk with 

him.  

 And he went into their high schools for discussions with students, too, and, 

incredibly,  taking on  the tobacco industry. For, when Frank died last year at the age of 

82, he had suffered for 30 years from a surgery to save his life when  he had throat 

cancer, one of those surgeries that make it sound as if one is burping when he is 

talking, and those high school kids only had to hear his voice  to know what he was 

saying.   

 A kind of interesting side-bar was when I asked another N. A. Board Chair who 

was still around the school a lot when his boys  were playing on those lacrosse teams 

before they all went to Princeton, and who was Frank's right-hand man in their several 

enterprises, who,  to his own surprise,  had led a  Search Team that appointed 

Princeton's first female President, a wonderful guy named Dubby Wynne, how that 

happened . "Peter", he responded with responded with a grin, "' I think I would have had 

to answer to Frank if we didn't." 
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There is a pretty good college in Norfolk called Old Dominion , and Frank made a 

major gift there during the "massive resistance" fight on condition that the college 

integrate. When I asked him why he did that, he said that every major league city 

needed a good private college that might attract  students from other cities , and he had 

never forgotten his two years at the Harvard Business School  when the faculty and his 

classmates kept asking him why Norfolk was so backward.  

One of  the funniest moments in my career occurred in Norfolk when my 

secretary called and asked if  Mr. Robertson could see me for a few minutes . Since Tim 

was a Trustee , and had three kids in school , I said "sure" ,but,  instead of Tim coming 

in the door, it was his father, whom I had never met, the  eccentric evangelist,  Pat 

Robertson. 

 " I'd like to talk about my  oldest grand-daughter ," he started, " and find out why 

I wasn't consulted about her college choices" , to which I responded that it wasn't our 

practice to discuss colleges with grandparents unless the parents requested it. 

 An uncomfortable  silence ensued, and then:" I understand you're a Harvard 

man, Mr. Briggs, so  I don't understand why they would hire you here but, at 

least Princeton,  where Tim and you are  apparently sending Cally, is not as bad a place 

as Harvard. What can I do for you, Mr. Briggs, so you might  persuade Tim to  make a 

more satisfactory choice that my wife and I would be more comfortable with? "  

 I didn't have much advice to offer, and that was my only encounter with Pat 

Robertson, but he is certainly a bigger-than-life figure, and I'm told that he came to 

make peace with Princeton because the grand-daughter set up a very conservative 
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religious group there that expanded into several colleges, and rowed on the varsity 

crew. 

 The defining event of our year in Norfolk was the bombing of the USS Cole in 

Yemen, and it was amazing to see what an impact this had on the entire community.  

 There were several unforgettably moving recognitions , especially when the 

men's and women's glee clubs drove down from Annapolis to participate in a service, 

and sing " Eternal father, Strong to save, whose arms hath bound the restless wave , 

who bidst the mighty ocean deep, its own appointed limits keep, O, hear us when we 

cry to thee, for those in peril on the sea. "  

There was also a reception at Christmas in the quarters of Admiral and 

Mrs.  Robert Natter, and Bob, at the young age of 52,  was the commander of the 

Atlantic Fleet, and scheduled to be the next Chief of Naval Operations, and then the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  Most of the guests were African-American 

families that had lost loved ones in the tragedy.  

 Bob Natter had impeccable credentials, with a great-grandfather and grandfather 

and father who had been admirals, tops in his class at the Naval Academy. He and Mrs. 

Natter were devout Roman Catholics, and Mrs. Natter was a leader of our parents 

association. Their three daughters were at N.A., and it was interesting when she and 

the oldest one said she didn't go to Annapolis, and was there anything I thought they 

might do.  

 And we finally came up with something, which was that all three daughters went 

to Notre Dame in its  NROTC program, and became pilots in the Marine Corps, and two 
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of them left after their  5 obligatory  years of military service , while the third one may 

make the Marines or the Navy  her career.   

 Several years later , I saw something short in a newspaper that reported that 

Admiral Robert Natter had left the Navy, and was probably going to go to work for a 

military defense business in Washington, and I called to ask Frank Batten what had 

happened. He said he would look into it, although I strongly suspect he already knew.  

 Time went by, when  I received an envelope from a state other than Virginia, 

with the sender not identified, and a 3 by five card enclosed, and a single word printed 

on the card:" Rumsfeld."  

 Having been reminded of  the importance of excellent music and art at St. 

James and Potomac, it happened again in Norfolk in the person of an extraordinary 

African-American dancer and instructor named Elbert Watson, who had been one of 

John Tucker's first hires , and was one of the most loved teachers on the campus. A 

native of Norfolk , he had moved to New York to become one of the three principal male 

dancers  with the Alvin Ailey Ballet, and I never met anyone who was  sure what 

brought him back to Norfolk, or expected him to stay. He remains a legend in the school 

and wider community.   Elbert  could teach anybody of any age, and did, and some of 

his best graduates are doing well as dance professionals in top companies. Some 

sports coaches would get him to help them with developing their teams' balance and 

mobility.  

 On the day we heard about the USS Cole, our upper school head walked in and 

said that Elbert would like to dance at the assembly, and I wondered whether we 

needed to provide some music or whatever, and was told it wouldn't be necessary. So 
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Elbert danced alone  for about 20 minutes  to an audience that included a Headmaster 

who doesn't understand or  even like dance very much, and the kid and 

teachers  were  spell-bound, and lots of parents had dropped everything to 

attend, and  it was clear that this happened before. And, afterward, all of us  quietly 

went about our business of the school day. 

N.A.. has another distinguished long-term head now, Dennis Manning,  who 

came from the American School of London after teaching and deaning at the Woodbury 

Forest School and Washington and Lee College, and it doesn't get any better than a 

background like that. 

So  the time came for Charlin and me  to drive back to Cincinnati early one 

morning in late June, as the sun was coming up, and there,  standing at  the edge of the 

campus, was Elbert Watson. 

 "I just didn't want to miss the opportunity to say good-bye,' he said, " but we 

needed this year of transition between John Tucker and you, and we are grateful, and 

we will miss you both." 

 And he left, and we continued on our way home.   

  

   

 


